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Keeping America competitive requires affordable energy. And 
here we have a serious problem. America is addicted to oil, which 

is often imported from unstable parts of the world. 
-- President George W. Bush1 

I. INTRODUCTION 

President Bush declared America “addicted to oil” in his fifth 

State of the Union address on January 31, 2006.2  The phrase is 

regularly used in describing the U.S. population’s relationship 

with oil and is often used in energy policy discussions.3 The 

regular use of the phrase after President Bush’s address, by 

Democrats and Republicans alike, seems to indicate a high level 

of agreement that, in fact, the United States is addicted to oil.4 

But what does it mean to be “addicted” to oil? And is America 

really addicted?  

 

Beyond our “addiction to oil,” energy independence, which 

would seemingly cure the addiction, has long been a goal of U.S. 

energy policy.5  In recent years, a common refrain has been to 

seek an “all of the above approach” to achieving energy 

independence, apparently meaning that all energy resources 

should be part of the U.S. fuel mix, and that none should be left 

out.  Obviously, this approach has some political appeal because 

it allows politicians to ensure a place at the proverbial table for 

all possible fuel sources.  

 

                                                             
  1. President George W. Bush, State of the Union Address (Jan. 31, 2006), 

available at http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/31/politics/text-bush.html.  
  2. Id. 
  3. See Melinda Harm Benson, Are We Addicted to Oil? Lessons from 
Mental Health, 14 SOUTHWESTERN GEOGRAPHER 122, 123 (2010). 

4.    See Mike Allen, Bush: ”America Is Addicted to Oil,” TIME (Jan. 31, 

2006), http://www.time.com/time/nation/article/0,8599,1154992,00.html (“The headline-

making quote in Bush's speech was, ‘America is addicted to oil.’”); Ali Frick, George Allen: 

”Americans Are Not Addicted to Oil, They’re Addicted to Freedom,” ThinkProgress.com 

(Sept. 15, 2008, 7:05 p.m.), http://thinkprogress.org/politics/2008/09/15/29200/george-allen-

oil/; see generally IAN RUTLEDGE, ADDICTED TO OIL: AMERICA’S RELENTLESS DRIVE FOR 

ENERGY SECURITY 250–54 (2006) (contending that the nation’s oil addiction encouraged 

the invasion of Iraq). 

5. Clifford Krauss, Energy Independence in the United States? Don’t Pop 
the Cork Yet, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 13, 2012 available at 
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/11/14/business/energy-environment/energy-independence-

in-america-would-not-be-fully-independent.html?_r=0 

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/01/31/politics/text-bush.html
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Energy independence, though, is not the only energy policy 

goal.  Other goals include keeping prices reasonable,6 lessening 

the environmental impact of developing energy resources, 

reducing greenhouse gas emissions,7 creating jobs in the energy 

sector, and improving national security.8 Many laws have been 

enacted in pursuit of these very goals.9 Unfortunately, keeping 

all energy sources in the mix in pursuit of an “all of the above” 

process has the potential impact of slowing change and favoring, 

at least to some degree, the status quo.   

 

Changing or evolving resources in the energy sector face 

many challenges. When dealing with existing market structures 

and supporting infrastructure built around a particular market 

structure, change is slow.  Changing fuel sources in the 

transportation sector, for example, can require huge 

infrastructure and technology investments.  Beyond brick-and-

mortar infrastructure, the transportation sector has a significant 

psychological infrastructure.10  That is, people are invested in, 

and have certain expectations of, their modes transportation.  

 

The same is true in the electricity sector.  In one sense, 

changes in electricity generation should be easier than changing 

the main fuel sources for transportation because the method of 

use requires no change of the end user.  That is, when someone 

                                                             
  6. See ALEC M. GALLUP, THE GALLUP POLL: PUBLIC OPINION 2005 321 

(2006) (“[T]he relationship between higher gas prices and consumers’ negative 

expectations for the economy is stunning.”).  

  7. See David Leonhardt, Earth’s Climate Needs the Help of Incentives, 

N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 28, 2007, at C1 (“The politicians who deny that global warming is a 

problem used to be the biggest obstacle to a solution. They're not anymore. They have lost 

the argument.”). 

  8. Matthew L. Wald, Executives Urge Action to Cut Dependence on 
Foreign Oil, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 13, 2006, at C3 (reporting that economic and national 

security concerns led “[m]ore than a dozen prominent business executives and retired 

military officers, including the chairman of FedEx and a former commandant of the 

Marine Corps,” to ask Congress and the Bush Administration to develop a plan to reduce 

U.S. reliance on imported oil).  

  9. See Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007, Pub. L. No. 110-

140, § 202, 121 Stat. 1492 (2007) (codified as amended in scattered sections of 42 U.S.C. 

and 49 U.S.C.); Energy Policy Act of 2005, Pub. L. No. 109-58, 119 Stat. 594 (2005) 

(codified at 42 U.S.C.S. §§ 15801–16524 and scattered sections of 15 U.S.C. and 16 

U.S.C.). 

  10. Joshua P. Fershee, Struggling Past Oil:  The Infrastructure 
Impediments to Adopting Next Generation Transportation Fuel Sources, 40 CUMBERLAND 

L. REV. 87, 89 (2009); cf. Ted L. Huston & Renate M. Houts, The Psychological 
Infrastructure of Courtship and Marriage: The Role of Personality and Compatibility in 
Personal Relationships, in The Developmental Course of Marital Dysfunction 114–51 

(Thomas N. Bradbury, ed., 1998) (discussing how married and dating people develop a 

psychological infrastructure for their relationships). 
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turns on the lights or plugs in a refrigerator, it does not matter 

whether the electricity was generated by coal, nuclear power, or 

wind.  It simply matters that electricity was there.  Not so for 

transportation. To change fuel sources for vehicles usually 

requires a major modification in the existing vehicle or a 

complete change of the vehicle.  

 

The electricity sector nonetheless faces its own challenges.  

Utilities have made large investments in current infrastructure 

that must be addressed before any major changes can be made. 

Companies and communities have investments in the revenue 

and related jobs in certain resource industries, e.g., coal and 

natural gas, which cannot be viewed lightly. Landowners and 

travelers have grown accustomed to windmill free landscapes. 

Moreover, state and federal regulatory hurdles overlay all of 

these concerns.    

 

All policies seeking to change the U.S. fuel mix must 

overcome these major physical and psychological infrastructure 

impediments.  Whether it is overcoming institutional inertia11 or 

cultivating a willingness to pay for the major financial 

investments needed,12 there is little indication that a dramatic 

shift away from the status quo is looming. 

 

In an attempt to assess the future possibilities of 

modernizing the U.S. fuel mix, Part II of this Article considers 

whether the United States is addicted to oil. In doing so, Part II 

looks to the medical definitions of addiction and seeks to analyze 

the U.S. relationship with oil to assist in analyzing the potential 

effectiveness of U.S. energy policies.  Part III then explains the 

role of energy subsidies and mandates as part of U.S. energy 

policies enacted to implement an “all of the above” energy 

approach.  Part IV then argues that, based on the preceding 

sections, current U.S. policies run the risk of entrenching the 

                                                             
  11. See, e.g., ConocoPhillips Chief Warns Of Impending Oil Crisis, Taipei 

Times Online, June 16, 2009, 

http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/worldbiz/archives/2009/06/18/2003446427 (reporting 

the views of ConocoPhillips CEO Jim Mulva that “any attempts to limit the use of fossil 

fuels through taxes and restrictive regulations would simply raise the cost for the 

consumer and harm the economy”). 

  12. A Special Report on Business in America: A Green Revolution, THE 

ECONOMIST, May 30, 2009, at 69 (noting that during the 2008 U.S. presidential campaign, 

neither candidate mentioned “the fact that cap-and-trade will raise energy prices, that 

subsidies for renewable energy will have to be paid for, or that both policies will destroy 

jobs as well as creating them, while probably cutting growth”). 
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status quo rather than significantly affecting the current energy 

sources used in the United States. Part IV concludes with 

suggestions for developing a more effective energy policy by 

combining energy and environmental policies into a single 

evaluation, thus leading to a more transparent and 

understandable way forward.   

 

II.  IS AMERICA REALLY ADDICTED TO OIL (OR IS THERE A BETTER 

DIAGNOSIS)? 

This Article began with the questions: What does it mean to 

be “addicted” to oil? And is America really addicted? To answer 

these questions, in 2010, the University of New Mexico’s Melinda 

Harm Benson applied the American Psychiatric Association’s 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders,13 which 

is commonly known as “DSM-IV-TR,” to the country’s 

“relationship with oil.”14  Professor Benson noted that the concept 

of a U.S. oil addiction “has become a power cultural narrative” 

and applied the DSM-IV-TR criteria for addiction to help create a 

new way of thinking about oil consumption.15  

 

The DSM-IV-TR, of course, was designed for determining an 

individual’s, and not a country’s, substance dependence.16 This 

fundamental difference makes such an analysis difficult because 

it is clear that the reasons for, and motivations behind, use of a 

substance (in our case oil) will vary from person to person.17  In 

addition, the DSM-IV-TR definition of substance abuse requires 

the substance to be a “drug of abuse, a medication, or a toxin.”18 

In the DSM-IV-TR, substances are classified into eleven 

categories:19 “alcohol, amphetamines or similarly acting agents; 

caffeine; cannabis; cocaine; hallucinogens; inhalants; nicotine; 

opioids; phencyclidine (PCP) or similar agents; and sedatives, 

hypnotics, and anxiolytics.”20 

 

                                                             
  13. AM. PSYCHIATRIC ASSOC., DIAGNOSTIC AND STATISTICAL MANUAL OF 

MENTAL DISORDERS, TEXT REVISION (4th ed. 2000). 

  14. See Benson, supra note 3, at 122. 

  15. Id. 
  16. Cf. id. (“Applying the medical model’s criteria for addiction at this 

scale provides a helpful thought exercise, allowing us to look at the issue of oil 

consumption in a new way.”). 

  17. Cf. AM. PSYCHIATRIC ASSOC., supra note 13, at 192.  

  18. Id. at 191. 

  19. Id. 
  20. Id. 
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Oil is not a drug of abuse, such as nicotine, alcohol, or 

cocaine, and although petroleum has long played a role in 

medicine as both a medication and part of medical devices,21 oil is 

not primarily used as a medication.22 Finally, the third category 

is toxins.  Toxic substances are deemed “inhalants” if used to 

become intoxicated (such as fuel or paint), and they are labeled 

“toxins” if exposure to the substance “is accidental or part of 

intentional poisoning.”23 Oil can clearly be a toxin in this sense, 

although the afflictions most commonly cited as reasons to move 

away from oil as a major fuel source do not relate to 

“[i]mpairments in cognition or mood” or other symptoms from 

exposure cited in the DSM-IV-TR.24  

 

Still, the DSM-IV-TR’s seven criteria for determining 

substance dependence provide an interesting framework through 

which to consider the country’s relationship with oil. The criteria 

are defined as a “maladaptive pattern of substance abuse, 

leading to clinically significant impairment or distress, as 

manifested by three (or more) of the [criteria], occurring at any 

time in the same 12-month period.”25  The seven criteria are (1) 

tolerance for the substance; (2) withdrawal; (3) the substance is 

often used in larger amount or for a longer time period than 

originally intended; (4) there is a “persistent desire or 

unsuccessful efforts to cut down or control substance use;” (5) 

extensive time is spent seeking to obtain, use, or recover the use 

of the substance; (6) “important social, occupational, or 

recreational activities are given up or reduced because of 

substance use;” and (7) use of the substance continues despite 

continuing physical or psychological problems likely linked to 

such use.26  

 

                                                             
  21. LITA EPSTEIN ET AL., THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO THE POLITICS OF 

OIL 37 (2003). 

  22. AM. CHEM SOC., CHEMISTRY IN THE COMMUNITY 272 (6th ed. 2011) 

(“Astonishingly, 89% of all petroleum is burned as fuel. Only about 7% is used for 

producing new substances, such as medications and plastics.”).  

  23. AM. PSYCHIATRIC ASSOC., supra note 13, at 191. 

  24. See id. This assessment does not discount very real potential health 

and environmental impacts (as well as the economic and geopolitical impacts) that oil 

production and use can cause; it simply further illustrates that the DSM-IV-TR is 

designed for application to individuals with specific identifiable patterns and not to a 

large group.  See id. at 192 (“The essential feature of Substance Dependence is a cluster of 

cognitive, behavioral, and physiological symptoms indicating that the individual 

continues use of the substance despite significant substance-related problems.”).  

  25. Id. at 197. 

  26. Id. 
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After applying the criteria (and recall that only three need to 

be present for a diagnosis), Professor Benson concluded that it is 

likely America is addicted to oil.27 She noted that the United 

States’ relationship with oil is similar to that of “an addict who 

continues to use well after the body begins to shut down[;] there 

is an element of denial underlying our use of oil.”28 She notes that 

the country is sometimes concerned about its oil use, but often 

“our willingness to face our problem and do something about it 

dwindles” in the face of other concerns.29 

  

Addiction is a reasonable assessment in this instance, but 

the DSM-IV-TR provides another comparison worth analysis.  

Caffeine, a favorite drug among Americans, is the only one of the 

eleven substance categories listed that cannot have a diagnosis of 

substance dependence applied to it.30  The substance dependence 

diagnosis cannot be applied to caffeine abusers because, although 

some caffeine users (e.g., coffee drinkers) display symptoms of 

dependence, tolerance, and “perhaps withdrawal[,]  . . . the data 

are insignificant at this time to determine whether these 

symptoms are associated with a clinically significant impairment 

that meets the criteria for Substance Dependence or Substance 

Abuse.”31  There is, however, evidence of clinically significant 

Caffeine Intoxication.32   

 

Oil appears subject to exactly the opposite analysis. That is, 

there is no compelling argument that oil, as it is used in the vast 

majority of circumstances, such as transportation fuel, is 

intoxicating in this sense. Certainly, some may argue that the 

desire to drive fast cars or large, powerful trucks is somehow 

intoxicating, but it is the car or truck that is “intoxicating” in 

that circumstance, not the fuel.   As Professor Benson 

demonstrates, oil use does appear to meet several of the 

Substance Dependence characteristics.33 It may be that the 

Substance Abuse categories are the more apt way to consider the 

U.S. relationship with oil.  

 

Under the DSM-IV-TR, Substance Abuse exists when there 

“is a maladaptive pattern of substance use manifested by 

                                                             
  27. See Benson, supra note 3, at 130. 

  28. Id. at 130. 

  29. Id. (stating that “it is fair to say that we are indeed addicted to oil”). 

  30. AM. PSYCHIATRIC ASSOC., supra note 13, at 192. 

  31. Id. at 231. 

  32. Id.  
  33. Benson, supra note 3, at 123–130. 
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recurrent and significant adverse consequences related to the 

repeated use of substances.”34 In contrast to Substance 

Dependence, Substance Abuse does not include criteria such as 

tolerance, withdrawal, or compulsive use patterns.35  Instead, a 

Substance Abuse diagnosis includes “only the harmful 

consequences of repeated use.”36 In making such a diagnosis, the 

substance use must result in clinically significant distress or 

impairment as manifested by one of four options within a twelve-

month period.37  The four categories are:  

 

1. Recurrent substance use resulting in a 

failure to fulfill major role obligations at work, 

school, or home (such as repeated absences or poor 

work performance related to substance use; 

substance-related absences, suspensions, or 

expulsions from school; or neglect of children or 

household). 

2. Recurrent substance use in situations in 

which it is physically hazardous (such as driving 

an automobile or operating a machine when 

impaired by substance use). 

3. Recurrent substance-related legal problems 

(such as arrests for substance related disorderly 

conduct). 

4. Continued substance use despite having 

persistent or recurrent social or interpersonal 

problems caused or exacerbated by the effects of 

the substance (for example, arguments with spouse 

about consequences of intoxication and physical 

fights).38   

 

Again, because the criteria are designed for individuals and 

not groups, the analogy is bit rough due to the varied individual 

reasons for oil use. Still, the overarching “distress or impairment” 

that affects the country as a whole can be reasonably compared.  

Of the four methods for demonstrating the requisite harm to 

diagnose substance abuse, one stands out: “Continued substance 

                                                             
  34. AM. PSYCHIATRIC ASSOC., supra note 13, at 198. 

  35. Id. 
  36. Id.  
  37. Id. at 199.  

  38. Id.  
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use despite having persistent or recurrent social or interpersonal 

problems caused or exacerbated by the effects of the substance.”39  

 

There is little doubt that U.S. oil interests have lead to 

“physical fights” related to “continued substance use.”40  The 

United State’s need for oil has required the country to engage in 

conflict in ways that would likely be avoided (or at least 

minimized) absent this need. Note, however, that the use of oil is 

not the problem; it is the abusive use of oil that leads to serious 

impairment or distress—that is significant.  As the DSM-IV-TR 

explains: “The term abuse should be applied only to a pattern of 

substance abuse that meets the criteria for this disorder; the 

term should not be used as a synonym for ‘use,’  ‘misuse,’ or 

‘hazardous use.’”41   

 

It may very well be that the United States is not addicted to 

oil, but instead that it is a massive, uncontrolled abuser of the 

substance.  That is, the country may be willing to quit using oil 

in a way that an addict simply cannot, but absent a very easy 

substitute, the country is unwilling. Instead, the country faces 

repeated “failures to fulfill major role obligations” such as neglect 

of the environment related to extraction and consumption of the 

substance, recurring “substance-related legal problems” such as 

lawsuits related to waste disposal or substance spills, and 

continuing “substance use despite having persistent or recurrent 

social or interpersonal problems caused or exacerbated by the 

effects of the substance,” such as conflicts at home and abroad 

related to making the substance available.42 

 

Obviously, analyses of the United States as both an addict 

and an abuser are apt in some ways and a stretch in others.  

Although both are difficult, overcoming the behavior of an abuser 

is not as difficult as that of an addict.  In this way, the conclusion 

that we abuse oil is, to some degree, a hopeful analysis. It means 

that a reasonable alternative may make quitting a real 

possibility. On the other hand, and perhaps more likely, it may 

indicate that it is not an addiction that keeps us using; Instead, it 

is that lack of an obviously viable alternative that is the primary 

problem.  

 

                                                             
  39. Id. 
  40. Id. 
  41. Id. at 198. 

  42. Id.  
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III.  ENERGY SUBSIDIES AND MANDATES: IN SEARCH OF AN ALL OF 

THE ABOVE ENERGY STRATEGY 

 

Much has been said about the role of U.S. energy policy and 

the need for an “all of the above approach” to pursue “energy 

independence,” improved environmental conditions, and keep 

costs reasonable. Governments thus often seek policies to support 

development of important energy resources.  This Part explains 

some of the key programs implemented to support energy 

development and considers some examples of each program. 

 

Government-funded energy subsidies have been used in 

virtually every country to increase access to energy resources and 

output.43 At some point, virtually every possible energy resource 

has received government subsidies or similar support.44 Also, 

governments sometimes use fuel mandates to encourage the use 

of specific energy sources, or groups of energy sources, as in the 

case of a renewable portfolio standard (or renewable electricity 

standards) and renewable fuels standards. Subsidies and 

mandates share the same goal: to increase the use of the targeted 

energy source or sources. 

 

Energy subsidies play a major role in global energy policies, 

especially U.S. energy policies, and are likely to continue to do so.  

Subsidies and other mechanisms of support remain available for 

traditional resources, including hydropower, corn-based ethanol, 

coal, oil, natural gas, and nuclear, as well as renewable and 

emerging sources such as “clean coal,” wind, solar, biomass, and 

next generation transportation fuels.45  Although subsidies vary 

depending on location, motivation, and political ideology, subsidy 

programs have been a part of virtually all government energy 

policies used to expand access to energy or increase energy 

production.46   

                                                             
  43. Joshua P. Fershee, Energy Subsidies, in BERKSHIRE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF 

SUSTAINABILITY, VOL. 3: THE LAW AND POLITICS OF SUSTAINABILITY 158 (Klaus 

Bosselmann et al. eds., 2011). 

  44. Id. 
  45. Id. 
  46. Id. 
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A.  The Types of Energy Subsidies  

There are four primary types of energy subsidies. These 

government-initiated programs usually take one of the following 

forms: (1) direct spending, (2) tax reduction, (3) support for 

research and development (R&D), and (4) government-run 

programs facilitating access.47  These forms are not necessarily 

exclusive, and some energy policies use combinations of these to 

support the targeted energy source.48 

 

1.  Direct Spending Subsidies 

Direct spending subsidy programs are programs in which 

payments are provided (by the government) directly to energy 

producers or end users (consumers).49  These payments can be 

made for production of a certain amount of the supported source 

or they could take the form of direct payments to consumers.50  

Direct subsidy programs might, for example, be designed to 

facilitate renewable energy resources or combat climate change.51  

Some recent legislative proposals have suggested that proceeds 

from a cap-and-trade program or a carbon tax could be used to 

fund subsidies to investors in renewable and sustainable energy 

projects.52 

 

Some direct subsidy programs are not motivated directly by 

the desire to increase energy use, but have that effect.53  One 

such program is the Low Income Home Energy Assistance 

Program (LIHEAP), which is a federal program designed to 

support the energy needs of low-income households.54 Although 

this program is designed as a public assistance program, it 

directly facilitates the consumption of energy by ensuring that 

low-income households can pay their energy bills.55 In either 

case, the government is directly funding energy consumption.  

                                                             
  47. Id. 
  48. Id. 

  49. Id. 
  50. Id. 
  51. Id. 
  52. Id. 
  53. Id. 
  54. Id. 
  55. See 42 U.S.C. §8621(b)(2006) (providing for annual funding, 

approximately $ 5.1 billion during each of fiscal years 2005 through 2007 for low-income 

families to pay their energy bills). 
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2.  Tax Reduction Subsidies 

Tax reduction programs are another popular form of 

subsidies that can take the forms of tax deductions (that reduce 

the taxable income upon which taxes would be calculated) and 

tax credits (that reduce an overall tax obligation).56 The 

reductions are typically linked to investment in energy 

infrastructure or energy production, but they can be used in 

other areas of energy use (e.g., tax credits or deductions for 

electric vehicles).57  

 

a. Production Tax Credits 

The production tax credit (“PTC”) is one common option.58 

This credit is calculated by multiplying the credit amount (e.g., 

2.1 cents per kilowatt hour) by the amount of output (e.g., 80 

kilowatt hours of electricity generated).59 The PTC is calculated 

each year for the length of the specified credit period.60  This 

period, along with the credit amount and type or types of 

resources covered, is set by law and can vary widely.61 A PTC 

often has restrictions on who takes the energy out, such as a 

requirement that the generated electricity be sold to an 

unaffiliated entity.62 Finally, because the PTC is usually used to 

support a new or developing energy source that costs more than 

other market competitors, most PTCs will have a price cap that 

                                                             
  56. Fershee, supra note 43. 

  57. Id. 
  58. See Energy Policy Act of 1992, Pub. L. No. 102-486, 106 Stat. 2776 

(codified in scattered sections of 11, 15, 16, 25, 26, 30 & 42 U.S.C.) (instituting the Federal 

Renewable Energy Production Tax Credit in 1992); see, e.g., RYAN WISER, MARK 

BOLINGER & GALEN BARBOSE, USING THE FEDERAL PRODUCTION TAX CREDIT TO BUILD A 

DURABLE MARKET FOR WIND POWER IN THE UNITED STATES (2007); Mona Hymel, The 
United States' Experience with Energy-Based Tax Incentives: The Evidence Supporting 
Tax Incentives for Renewable Energy, 38 LOY. U. CHI. L.J. 43 (2006); Vicki Arroyo, Global 

Warming: Climate Change and the Law (2007); see also Energy Policy Act of 1992 § 

1914(a), 106 Stat. 2776, 3020 (codified at 26 U.S.C. § 45(c) (1992)) (creating the 

Renewable Energy Production Tax Credit within the Energy Policy Act of 1992 to spur 

consistent renewable energy infrastructure development and generation.). 

  59. See I.R.S. Notice 2010-37 (May 3, 2010) (“Under the calculation 

required by § 45(b)(2), the credit for renewable electricity production for calendar year 

2010 under § 45(a) is 2.2 cents per kilowatt hour on the sale of electricity produced from 

the qualified energy resources of wind, closed-loop biomass, geothermal energy, and solar 

energy, and 1.1 cent per kilowatt hour on the sale of electricity produced in open-loop 

biomass facilities, small irrigation power facilities, landfill gas facilities, trash combustion 

facilities, qualified hydropower facilities, marine and hydrokinetic energy facilities.”).  

  60. Fershee, supra note 43. 
  61. Id. 
  62. Id. 
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phases out the credit as the market price of the generated power 

rises.63  

 

b. Investment Tax Credits  

Another oft-used energy subsidy is the investment tax credit 

(ITC). At least recently, this type of credit has been used 

primarily to support renewable energy projects, but it can work 

for any type of energy project.64  Instead of basing the credit on 

energy production like the PTC, an ITC is based on the cost of 

the energy facility or the property costs for the covered facility. 

Again, eligible facilities are determined by the operative statute, 

and these laws often cover projects with high start-up costs.65 

Projects for geothermal technologies, solar power, and non-utility 

scale wind projects are typical examples. ITCs provide the project 

owner with a percentage of the project costs, and those costs 

typically vest over a certain time frame.66  As an example, an ITC 

of 25% of the total project cost might be captured by the 

developer at 20% of the credit per year for five years. 

 

c. End-User Energy Credits and Tax-Free Grants  

Consumer-side (or end-user) grants and credits can also be 

used to encourage energy projects, and these incentives are 

especially common to encourage the use of renewable energy or 

encourage improved efficiency.67 These subsidies can be tax 

credits (reducing the amount of tax owed dollar for dollar) or tax 

deductions (reducing the taxable income of the recipient, thus 

reducing the tax owed).68 Examples of consumer-side tax credits 

or deductions include home energy efficiency credits (such as 

insulating an attic), residential renewable energy credits (such as 

a solar water heater), and credits for renewable or alternative 

fuel vehicles. Finally, some governments use tax-free grants to 

encourage energy efficiency projects.69 For instance, Canada has 

provided as much as $5,000 in tax-free grants for residents who 

have an energy-efficiency audit before they begin a renovation.70  

                                                             
  63. Id. at159. 

  64. Id.  
  65. Id.  
  66. Id.  
  67. Id. 
  68. Id. 
  69. Id.  
  70. Sam Grewal, Texas City Offers Model for Cutting Home Energy Use, 

TORONTO STAR (June 12, 2009), http://www.thestar.com/news/gta/article/649707--texas-

city-offers-model-for-cutting-home-energy-use. 
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3.  Research and Development (R&D) Subsidies 

Research and development (R&D) subsidies seek to increase 

energy supplies and to support new energy production 

technologies or increase efficiency.71  R&D subsidies seek to lead 

to useful technologies and processes that can affect future prices 

and rates of production, but they are not expenditures that are 

likely to impact energy output or prices in the relatively short 

term.72 

 

These subsidies sometimes take the form of government-

sponsored grants that are used to reduce the initial risks related 

to the development or installation of new energy projects.73 R&D 

subsidies are also used to fund (or fund portions of) projects for 

promising, but unproven, technologies.74 Such grants can take 

the form of a public-private partnership where the governmental 

subsidy might be matched with funds from other private 

companies interested in the technology.  A recent program 

funded by the U.S. Department of Energy, for example, offered 

$338 million dollars in government grant money for geothermal 

research and development.75  Private and other non-Federal 

funding sources provided the additional funds required for the 

projects to occur.76  

 

4.  Government Programs to Facilitate Access to Energy 

Government programs to increase access to energy are often 

targeted at remote or low-income regions that are not developing 

as quickly as other areas.77 A common use of this kind of subsidy 

program includes government-funded programs that help develop 

large electricity projects for market in the targeted region.78 

Indirect subsidies, via loans and loan guarantees, can also help 

facilitate construction of infrastructure needed to make energy 

accessible in the targeted region.79  
                                                             
  71. See Fershee, supra note 43, at 159.  

  72. Id.  

  73. Id.  
  74. Id.  
  75. Phil Taylor, Renewable Energy: Oil Industry Waste Could Be 
Geothermal Treasure, LAND LETTER (May 20, 2010), 

http://www.rmotc.doe.gov/PDFs/LandLetter_May2010.pdf; see also U.S. Dep’t of Energy, 

Geothermal Technologies Program, http://www4.eere.energy.gov/geothermal/projects (last 

visited Nov. 15, 2012) (providing detailed project descriptions for each state).  

  76. See Taylor, supra note 75.  

  77. See Fershee, supra note 43, at 159. 

  78. Id. 
  79. Id. 
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At some point, virtually all governments have used these 

kinds of subsidies to increase access to energy, either by location 

or amount. A classic example of such program in the United 

States is the Rural Electrification Act (REA), passed in 1936.80 

The highly successful REA provided the long-term financing and 

technical expertise needed to develop access to electricity for 

rural customers.81 By 1963, more than 900 cooperative rural 

electrification systems had been built using the government-

subsidized financing made available by the REA.82 

 

The financial risk associated with electrifying rural America 

was enormous and this task required subsidization to become a 

near-term reality. Despite the financial risk and the amount of 

capital needed, it was believed that the REA would raise the 

standard of living, strengthen the country’s economy, and 

improve national security by creating the option of expanding 

industrial activity through expanded access to power.  The REA 

subsidy program made more than $5 billion available to roughly 

1000 borrowers.83  By the 1960s, this funding facilitated 

construction of more than 1.5 million miles of power lines that 

served 20 million American people.84  Despite the enormous size 

of the project (and the related risk) the government’s investment 

was sound. By 1963, only one of approximately 1000 borrowers 

had been reported as making a delinquent payment.85 Of the $5 

billion of financial assistance provided, losses were expected to be 

less than $50,000, a remarkably low rate of loss.86  

B.  Traditional Fuel Subsidies Versus Renewable Source 
Subsidies 

As noted above, most governments use energy subsidies in 

some way as part of their overall energy policy, though the type 

and level of government intervention varies greatly. Such 

subsidies have been traditionally used to support energy 

                                                             
  80. Rural Electrification Act, ch. 432, Title I, § 1, 49 Stat. 1363 (1936) 

(current version at 7 U.S.C. § 901 (2006)). 

  81. Joshua P. Fershee, Atomic Power, Fossil Fuels, and the Environment: 
Lessons Learned and The Lasting Impact of the Kennedy Energy Policies, 39 TEX. ENVTL. 

L.J. 131, 143 (2010). 
  82. Id. 
  83. Id. 
  84. President John F. Kennedy, Planned Remarks for Delivery at the 

University of North Dakota (Sept. 25, 1963). 

  85. Id. 
  86. Id. 
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production and development, increase consumer and industrial 

access to energy, and improve economic productivity. Despite the 

mature nature of the markets, many developed countries 

continue to subsidize coal, oil, and natural gas extraction, and 

some of the major oil exporting nations have continued to 

subsidize petroleum consumption.87  

 

Today’s government subsidies often target the same goals as 

those of past, but the use of subsidies has evolved beyond output 

and access to include environmental goals and provide incentives 

for sustainable energy development. With the goal of supporting 

or creating sustainable energy markets, many governments use 

subsidies and mandates to promote the use of sustainable energy 

sources.88 These subsidies are not universally appreciated.  Such 

subsidies are often criticized, with opponents claiming that 

renewable energy sources are unfairly and unwisely subsidized 

when more traditional forms of energy are “cheaper.”  

 

These criticisms usually ignore the reality that many 

traditional energy sources (mainly fossil fuel sources) have costs 

that are not fully internalized, thus making their market price 

lower (or “cheaper”) while their actual cost is higher.89  For 

example, some costs of traditional sources, such as greenhouse 

gas emissions that can contribute to climate concerns, are not 

part of the cost of consumption. These costs are often not part 

of—they are not internalized in— the price consumers of fossil 

fuels pay 90  

 

Many people criticize the use of subsidies for renewable or 

sustainable energy and complain that a “free-market” (i.e., one 

without renewable subsidies) would provide more efficient 

markets. However, removing these types of incentives to ensure 

free markets implies that there are no other incentives related to 

energy sources. It is simply not the case that renewable energy 

sources are the only sources receiving subsidies.91   

 

If the free market were truly the goal, the only way to 

understand what “the market” wants would be to eliminate all 

                                                             
  87. See Fershee, supra note 43, at 160. 

  88. Id. 
  89. Id. 
  90. Id. 
  91. Id. 
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energy subsidies. Unfortunately, many people fail to acknowledge 

that subsidies exist for traditional as well as renewable and next 

generation energy resources.  This opens the door for those 

supporting traditional fuels to argue for a reduction or 

elimination of subsidies only for renewable energy sources. When 

this occurs, the argument transforms into a market-based 

argument that is really a concealed source-based argument.  

That is, one can conceal a preference for fossil fuels over 

renewable sources by arguing that renewable subsidies distort 

the market. The reality is that a true “free market” argument 

would acknowledge the vast reach of subsidies for traditional 

fuels and would seek the repeal of all subsidies, not just those for 

renewable energy.  

 

Incentives for traditional energy sources are similar to 

renewable industry incentives in many spots.  One of the main 

arguments against renewable energy subsidies is that renewable 

subsidies are far higher than they are for traditional fuels per 

unit of output.  For example, they argue that the amount of 

subsidies per megawatt hour received to support fossil fuels is far 

less than the subsidies received to support each megawatt hour 

of renewable energy.92 However, these subsidies can indicate 

different things depending upon how the issue is o.  

 

Most calculations of subsidies per energy source do not 

consider the full range of the energy subsidies and the impact of 

the subsidies on energy markets.  For example, negative 

externalities related to some fossil fuel energy sources are 

completely ignored in the analysis of the resource receiving the 

subsidies. Often, those complaining about renewable subsidies 

make a per-unit comparison that considers a strict per-unit-of-

output comparison of subsidies.  Such a comparison does not, of 

course, consider the total market impact of the subsidies.   

 

For example, suppose the U.S. government provides a 

subsidy to a small car company that amounts to $15,000 per auto 

produced, while the government makes a similar subsidy to a 

major automaker that is only $500 per auto produced. The per-

unit subsidy is very high for the small automaker, but if the 

small automaker is only making 1,000 vehicles, and the large 

automaker is making 1 million vehicles, the subsidy to the large 

automaker would be a much larger and more market-significant 

                                                             
  92. Id. 
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subsidy ($15 million versus $500 million). In such cases, looking 

only at the per-auto dollar amount of the subsidy would not 

provide an accurate view of the market impact of the subsidies.  

 

A look at recent U.S. energy subsidies helps further explain 

this analysis. According to the Energy Information 

Administration (EIA), federal energy-specific subsidies and 

support to all forms of energy for 2010 were estimated at $27.16 

billion for fiscal year (FY) 2010, up from $17.895 billion in FY 

2007.93 In FY 2010, the U.S government provided $11.873 billion 

in electricity production and support subsidies.94  This funding 

level means that 55.3% of the subsidies supported renewable 

energy generation and 44.7% supported traditional fuels (e.g., 

coal, nuclear, natural gas) and transmission and distribution.95  

 

Wind receives, by far, the largest subsidy, taking 42% of all 

electricity sector subsidies.96 These subsidies have also led to the 

largest increase in percentage of generation between 2000 and 

2010.97  Wind energy production grew from 0.2% of generation in 

2000 to 2.3% of production, an increase of 31.8%.98 During the 

same time frame, only natural gas increased generation by more 

than 2%, increasing by 3.6% (from 19.1% of total generation to 

25%).99  

 

Subsidies for fuels used outside the electricity sector grew 

even more substantially.  In FY 2007, such fuels received $6.2 

billion in subsidies; these subsidies grew to $10.448 billion in FY 

2010.100 Biomass and biofuels took the vast majority of these 

subsidies, claiming 73.2% of all non-electricity-related subsidies, 

leading to 10.9% of the fuel production in that category.101  By 

comparison, natural gas and petroleum liquids received 20.7% of 

the subsidies and produced 80.3% of such fuel.102 

 

                                                             
  93. U.S. ENERGY INFORMATION ADMIN., DIRECT FEDERAL FINANCIAL 

INTERVENTIONS AND SUBSIDIES IN ENERGY IN FISCAL YEAR 2010,  at xi, available at 

http://www.eia.gov/analysis/requests/subsidy/pdf/subsidy.pdf.  

  94. Id. at xviii. 

  95. Id. 
  96. Id. 
  97. Id. at xx.  
  98. Id. 
  99. Id. at xi. 

  100. Id. at xxi. 

  101. Id. 
  102. Id. 
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For both electricity generation and other fuel production, it 

is clear that the majority of U.S. subsidies have provided support 

for renewable fuel use and production.  However, it is also clear 

that significant subsidies exist for traditional fossil fuel sources 

and such subsidies provide support for well-established fuel 

sources in their respective markets. As such, the total dollars 

spent on traditional energy resources likely provide a greater 

market distortion than dollars spent on renewables because the 

subsidies are supporting long-established market participants 

that already have established consumer bases and distribution 

systems.103 

 

Furthermore, until very recently, support for traditional fuel 

sources outpaced subsidies for renewable generation sources. In 

2007, U.S. subsidies for renewables were 29% of total subsidies 

and support, an increase from 17% in 1999.104 In total, 

renewables accounted for $4.875 billion of the $16.581 in FY 2007 

energy subsidies.105 Thus, $11.706 billion of FY 2007 subsidies 

went to non-renewable-related energy projects.106  Thus, the 

overall amount spent on traditional U.S. fuel subsidies as 

recently as 2007 was more than two times greater than spending 

on renewable subsidies.  

 

Although subsidies for renewables increased between 2007 

and 2010, subsidies for well-established, traditional fuel sources 

have also continued. The goal of subsidies, regardless of what 

they support, is to get the market to produce more of whatever is 

being subsidized. Therefore, subsidies for renewables will (or 

should) lead to more renewables, and subsidies for fossil fuels, 

even if less than those provided for renewables, will also lead to 

production of more fossil fuels than a subsidy-free market would 

produce.107  Fossil fuel subsidies thus serve to undermine, or at 

                                                             
103. National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Dollars From Sense:  The 

Economic Benefits of Renewable Energy 2 (1997) (contending that every dollar spent on 

imports of oil or natural gas is money lost for the community); Barriers to Renewable 
Energy Technologies, Union of Concerned Scientists, 

http://www.ucsusa.org/clean_energy/smart-energy-solutions/increase-renewables/barriers-

to-renewable-energy.html (last visited November 16, 2012). 

  104. U.S. ENERGY INFORMATION ADMIN., FEDERAL FINANCIAL 

INTERVENTIONS AND SUBSIDIES IN ENERGY MARKETS IN 2007, at xii, available at 

http://www.eia.gov/oiaf/servicerpt/subsidy2/pdf/subsidy08.pdf. 

  105. Id. 
  106. See id. 

107. See MAURA ALLAIRE & STEPHEN BROWN, ELIMINATING SUBSIDIES FOR 

FOSSIL FUEL PRODUCTION:  IMPLICATIONS FOR U.S. OIL AND NATURAL GAS MARKETS 6 

(2009) (indicating that energy industry representatives contend that a reduction in 

subsidies would reduce production); Mark Muro & David Kreutzer, Do We Need Subsidies 

 

http://www.ucsusa.org/clean_energy/smart-energy-solutions/increase-renewables/barriers-to-renewable-energy.html
http://www.ucsusa.org/clean_energy/smart-energy-solutions/increase-renewables/barriers-to-renewable-energy.html
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least limit, the effectiveness of the subsidies for renewable and 

sustainable energy sources because the benefits of the renewable 

source subsidies are being offset by the parallel subsidies 

provided to traditional energy sources. 

 

It is also worth noting that subsidies offered over longer 

periods of time, as opposed to short-term support, can affect the 

market for many years.  As such, year-to-year comparisons are 

often misleading.  For example, the federal government 

subsidized nuclear power for many years with significant 

investments in R&D starting in 1950s and 1960s.  The 

investments (at least arguably) paid off, but those subsidy dollars 

spent years ago are not reflected in today’s subsidy analysis. 

Nuclear power, then, may appear significantly cheaper today as 

compared to looking at a total cost perspective. Furthermore, 

non-production-subsidy-related clean-up costs are significant 

costs not usually added into today’s costs.108 

 

History suggests that energy subsidies will continue to play 

a major role in U.S. energy policy as well as in energy policies 

around the world. These tensions between the competing goals of 

current subsidies create difficulty for policymakers who try to 

balance the needs and desires of various constituent groups. 

These decisions are by no means an easy balance.   

 

Continued subsidies for traditional fossil fuel sources can 

impede progress on renewable and sustainable development, but 

such subsidies may be essential to provide low (or lower) cost, 

near-term access to energy.  This dilemma is especially true for 

developing nations.109  Similarly, subsidies for renewable and 

sustainable sources can provide incentives and opportunities for 

resources that are more sustainable and have less environmental 

impact. However, incentives for both types of projects can 

improperly support projects that are not, and never will be, 

                                                                                                                                             
for Solar and Wind Power? Wall St. J. (Oct. 8, 2012), 

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444032404578008183300454400.html 

(contending that renewable subsidies are doing their job in helping clean energies develop 

and gain “toeholds in challenging markets”). 

  108. See Fershee, supra note 81, at 139 (noting that early nuclear sites like 

Hanford, Washington, required billions of dollars of remediation efforts to clean up 

nuclear waste). 

109. See Developing Countries Subsidize Fossil Fuels, Artificially Lowering 
Prices, INSTITUTE FOR ENERGY RESEARCH, 

thttp://www.instituteforenergyresearch.org/2013/01/03/developing-countries-subsidize-

fossil-fuel-consumption-creating-artificially-lower-prices/ (last visited December 1, 2012). 
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economically viable.  Such subsidies are a waste of funding and 

can impede progress toward more efficient and sustainable 

markets.  

C.  Mandates  

Like subsidies, goals and mandates can be powerful ways to 

encourage the construction of new generating facilities and 

production techniques.110  Goals and mandates have traditionally 

been used in the electricity sector, although recent support for 

renewable fuels has seen similar mandates in the transportation 

fuel sector.111   

1.  Electricity Goals and Mandates 

 

a. PURPA  

Perhaps the most significant renewable energy mandate is 

the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (“PURPA”),112 

which was passed following the oil crisis in the 1970s.  Although 

PURPA’s role has been largely supplanted by state renewable 

electricity mandates, PURPA serves as a critical example of a 

U.S. energy mandate.113  

 

Under PURPA, utilities were required to buy the renewable 

energy generated by certain qualified facilities (QFs).114 QFs 

include “small power producers,” which are typically generators 

of 80 megawatts (MW) or less or facilities that generate power 

using at least 75% renewable sources.115  To help promote 

competition, electric utilities (or their holding companies) were 

limited to 50% ownership of a QF.116 Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission (FERC) regulations provided that utilities buy 

electricity from QFs at “avoided cost” rates.117  Under PURPA, 

                                                             
110. Joshua P. Fershee, Renewables Mandates and Goals, in THE LAW OF 

CLEAN ENERGY: EFFICIENCY AND RENEWABLES 77, 77 (Michael B. Gerrard, ed., 2011). 

111.  See id. 
  112. Pub. L. No. 95-617, § 2, 92 Stat. 3117, 3119 (codified as amended in 

scattered sections of 7, 15, 16, and 30 U.S.C.). 

  113. Cf. Gunnar Birgisson & Erik Petersen, Renewable Energy 
Development Incentives: Strengths, Weaknesses and the Interplay, ELEC. J., Apr. 25, 

2006, at 40, 45 (stating that PURPA operated as one of the first options for renewable 

energy mandates and that state renewable mandates were the “most significant current 

example”). 

  114. 16 U.S.C. § 824a-3 (2006). 

  115. 16 U.S.C. § 796(17)(D) (2006); 18 C.F.R. §§ 292.203(a), (c) & 292.204 

(2010). 

  116. See 16 U.S.C. §§ 796(17)(C)(ii), 796(18)(B)(ii) (2000), repealed by 

Energy Policy Act of 2005, Pub. L. No.109-58, § 1253(b), 119 Stat. 594. 

  117. 18 C.F.R. §§ 292.303–292.305 (2010); see also Conn. Valley Elec. Co. v. 
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the amount a utility can be forced to pay a QF is capped at 

“incremental cost,”118 also known as “full avoided cost.”119  FERC 

decided that the statutory cap would be the amount utilities 

must pay for all QF purchases.120 Avoided cost is determined by a 

complex process that considers a variety of issues, including 

reliability, availability, and “usefulness.”121  This system creates 

a scenario under which FERC’s avoided cost rates interpretation 

often grants a QF a higher price for sales to a utility than the 

price the utility could charge the QF if the QF purchased power 

from the utility.122  

 

PURPA has a two-tiered regulatory structure.  At the federal 

level, FERC acted as the initial implementing body who 

determined which facilities were QFs.  Next, the appropriate 

state-level agency determined the avoided costs rates that QFs 

charged to utilities.   

 

At the start, PURPA proved to be a reasonably effective 

mechanism for bringing new renewable power generation online. 

PURPA did not have a specific renewable energy development 

goal, but PURPA was still credited with being the primary 

reason for wind energy development between 1978 and into the 

1990s.123 PURPA’s rate structure and ownership requirements 

created a market where QFs could compete with the vertically 

integrated utilities.   

 

In fact, the ability of small power generators to succeed 

under PURPA indicated that large monopoly power producers 

were not necessarily the best models for power generation, and 

the law certainly showed that it was not the only model that 

could be successful.  PURPA created a freer market for electricity 

by introducing competition to markets that were previously 

served by vertically integrated electrical utilities.  To do so, 

PURPA limited ownership and provided purchase obligations 

that helped QFs compete.  

 

                                                                                                                                             
F.E.R.C., 208 F.3d 1037, 1040 & n.* (D.C. Cir. 2000). 

  118. 16 U.S.C. § 824a-3(b) (2006). 

  119. Am. Paper Inst., Inc. v. Am. Elec. Power Serv. Corp., 461 U.S. 402, 404 

(1983). 

  120. Id. at 417; Conn. Valley Elec. Co., 208 F.3d at 1040 & n.*. 

  121. See 18 C.F.R. § 292.304(e) (2012).  
  122. Conn. Valley Elec. Co., 208 F.3d at 1040 & n.*. 

123. Birgisson & Peterson, supra note 113, at 45.  
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The success of this new market spurred further 

restructuring in the industry and led in part to the National 

Energy Policy Act of 1992,124 which sought to increase 

competition further and trigger restructuring of the electricity 

sector.  This act, too, proved to be a success as it increased 

competition by adding exemptions for some power producers 

under the Public Utility Holding Company Act.125  It also laid the 

groundwork for FERC’s orders creating an open access 

transmission tariff for those seeking access to the electric 

transmission grid by unbundling (separating) electricity 

generation and transmission.126  

 

Shortly thereafter, states also began deregulating the 

wholesale and retail markets in the electricity sector.127 Utilities, 

along with state and federal regulators, began forming 

“independent, unbiased transmission operators to ensure equal 

access to the power grid for new, non-utility competitors.”128  This 

movement led to today’s state and regional organizations called 

Independent System Operators (ISOs) or Regional Transmission 

Organizations (RTOs) that now serve two-thirds of the electricity 

consumers in the United States (and more than half of Canada’s 

consumers).129 

 

In more recent years, after deregulation and the decline of 

available credit markets for financing (among other things) QFs 

began to have a hard time staying competitive. The market 

became even more difficult for many QFs when FERC, in 

compliance with a mandate in the Energy Policy Act of 2005,130 

repealed PURPA’s must-purchase option where a QF has 

“nondiscriminatory access” to wholesale markets for electricity 

sales.131 PURPA, despite its major role in the current structure of 

                                                             
  124. Pub. L. No. 102-486, 106 Stat. 2776 (codified at 26 U.S.C. §§ 9701-

9721 (1992)).  

  125. 15 U.S.C. § 79c (2000), repealed by Energy Policy Act of 2005, Pub.L. 

109-58, Title XII, § 1263.  
  126. Nora Mead Brownell & Kristine M. Schmidt, The New Regulatory 
Climate: Greenhouse Gas Regulation in the Obama Administration, 18 N.Y.U. ENVTL. 

L.J. 36, 41 (2010). 

  127. Richard F. Hirsch, PURPA: The Spur to Competition and Utility 
Restructuring, ELEC. J., Aug./Sept. 1999, at 60, 69. 

  128. ISO/RTO Council, IRC Brings Value to Reliability and Electricity 
Markets, http://www.isorto.org/site/c.jhKQIZPBImE/b.2603917/k.B00F/About.htm (last 

visited Nov. 15, 2012).    

  129. Id. 
  130. Pub. L. No. 109-58, 119 Stat. 594 (2005) (codifed at 42 U.S.C. §§ 

15801–16524 and scattered sections of 15 U.S.C. and 16 U.S.C. (2006)). 

  131. New PURPA Section 210(m) Regulations Applicable to Small Power 
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the industry, is no longer an effective or efficient mechanism for 

inducing renewable power generation.   In response, the 

regulators and policymakers have moved to mechanisms and 

mandates better suited to the new market. 

 

b. Renewable Portfolio Standards 

Renewable energy mandates are often known as renewable 

portfolio standards (RPSs) or renewable electricity standards 

(RESs).132  Today, the RPS is the most common renewable fuel 

source mandate.133  Comparable programs for the transportation 

sector have been imposed through renewable fuel standards, 

which are discussed below.  Note that what counts as 

“renewable” under the RPS is determined solely by the statute or 

regulation at issue.  

 

An RPS requires all covered electricity suppliers to obtain a 

certain percentage of their electricity from renewable resource 

generation or purchase renewable energy credits from others 

using renewable sources to meet the statutory or regulatory 

mandate.134  RPS plans usually set a mid- to long-range goal and 

phase in the mandate.  For example, an RPS might have a first-

year 2.75% renewable energy mandate that increases gradually, 

but significantly, over ten or twenty years to 20%.135  Some such 

programs will allow covered utilities to use efficiency programs to 

reach some or all of the RPS mandate.136 To secure compliance, 

an RPS will typically use sanctions such as fines or penalties 

and/or waivers (permission for temporary noncompliance)137 for 

failures to meet the RPS requirements.138  

 

When state RPS programs were first implemented, there 

was some concern that the state RPS might conflict with 

                                                                                                                                             
Production and Cogeneration Facilities, Order No. 688, 71 Fed. Reg. 64342 (Nov. 1, 2006), 

FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 31,233 (2006). 

  132. For purposes of this article, RPS and RES mean the same thing.  See 
Joshua P. Fershee, Changing Resources, Changing Market: The Impact of a National 

Renewable Portfolio Standard on the U.S. Energy Industry, 29 ENERGY L.J. 49, 50 & n.4 

(2008);  

133. Fershee, supra note 110, at 77. 

  134. See, e.g., Renewable Energy and Energy Conservation Tax Act of 

2007, H.R. 3221, 110th Cong. (as passed by House, Aug. 4, 2007). 

  135. See id. at § 9611(a). 

  136. Id. 
  137. See, e.g., MONT. CODE § 69-3-20 (11) (2005) (“A public utility or 

competitive electricity supplier may petition the commission for a short-term waiver from 

full compliance with the [mandate] and the [its] penalties.”) 

  138. Id. 
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PURPA.139  As explained above, both PURPA and RPS programs 

were created to encourage renewable resource development. In 

1997, FERC decided that PURPA preempted state agencies from 

requiring utilities to purchase power generated by QFs at any 

rate that was above avoided cost.140  However, state mandates 

that required utilities to use, or obtain electricity generated by, 

renewable resources did not violate PURPA merely by having 

such a mandate.141  

 

c. An Emerging Option: The Feed-in Tariff 

Another example of fuel source mandate is the use of a feed-

in tariff to promote renewable electricity generation.142  A feed-in 

tariff provides a specific price that will be paid for the output 

from covered energy generators deemed renewable, states how 

long that price will be available for such energy, and has a 

requirement that utilities buy the generated renewable energy.143  

The feed-in tariff has been popular in Europe and other countries 

while the RPS has been the primary choice in the United 

States.144  The potential appeal of a feed-in tariff is that the tariff 

provides market participants a price guarantee for their output 

(at least as long as the law is active).   

2.  Transportation Fuels  

The clearest U.S. policy initiative designed to reduce oil 

consumption through the support of new fuel sources is the 

renewable fuel standard (RFS), which was initially passed as 

part of the Energy Policy Act of 2005.145  With the goal of 

achieving energy independence in mind and as oil prices 

continued to rise,146 the RFS mandated an increase in the use of 

                                                             
  139. Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-617, § 2, 

92 Stat. 3117, 3119 (codified, as amended, in various sections of 7, 15, 16, and 30 U.S.C.).   

  140. Midwest Power Systems Inc., 78 FERC ¶ 61,067 (Jan. 29, 1997).   

  141. S. Cal. Edison Co. and San Diego Gas & Elec. Co., 70 FERC ¶ 61,215 

(Feb. 23, 1995) (“Our decision here simply makes clear that the State can pursue its policy 

choices concerning particular generation technologies consistent with the requirements of 

PURPA and our regulations, so long as such action does not result in rates above avoided 

cost.”). 

  142. Scott Hempling et al., NATIONAL RENEWABLE ENERGY LABORATORY, 

RENEWABLE ENERGY PRICES IN STATE-LEVEL FEED-IN TARIFFS: FEDERAL LAW 

CONSTRAINTS AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS, at iv (2010), available at 
http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy10osti/47408.pdf.   
  143. Lincoln Davies, Reconciling Renewable Portfolio Standards and Feed-
In Tariffs, 32 UTAH ENVT’L L. REV. 311, 313, 316 n.16 (2012). 

144. Id. at 312. 

  145. Pub. L. No. 109-58, § 1501(a), 119 Stat. 594 (2005). 

  146. See 154 Cong. Rec. H4885 (2008) (statement of Rep. Mary Kaptur (D-

Ohio)) (claiming that the EISA promotes “more affordable American biofuels” and that it 

would reduce U.S. “dependence on foreign oil-cutting our consumption of oil by 2.9 million 
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renewable fuel in the Energy Independence and Security Act of 

2007 (EISA).147 The RFS provides that “transportation fuel sold 

or introduced into commerce in the United States (except in 

noncontiguous States or territories)” must include a minimum of 

9 billion gallons of renewable fuel in 2008, increasing to 36 billion 

gallons per year by 2022.148  The RFS thus dramatically 

mandated the increased use of ethanol as part of the U.S. fuel 

mix.149  Initial RFS compliance can be obtained through the use 

of ethanol from any source (which is usually corn).  As the RFS 

evolves, the mandate shifts, in later years, to a requirement that 

additional gallons of alternative fuels derived from advanced 

generation ethanol sources, such as prairie grass, corn stalks, or 

algae.150 

 

The appeal of ethanol and other biofuels as an alternative to 

oil-based gasoline makes sense. Ethanol is grown from the earth, 

rather than extracted from it, making biofuels seem like an 

almost perfect solution. Furthermore, ethanol and other biofuels 

work in combustion engines, meaning that the current installed 

base of vehicles, with some minor modifications, can use the 

fuel.151   

 

The most common biofuel is ethanol, which can be made 

from corn, soy, and other plant materials.  Alternative fuel 

production varies greatly in its efficiency depending on the 

energy source.152  For example, prairie switchgrass, which is 

highly resistant to drought, uses much less water and petroleum-

                                                                                                                                             
gallons per year in 2030—more than what we currently import from all Persian Gulf 

countries combined”). 

  147. Pub. L. No. 110-140, §§ 201-248, 119 Stat. 594 (2007). 

  148. Id. § 202(a)(1-2) (amending 42 U.S.C. 7545(o)(2), which is § 211(o) of 

the Clean Air Act). 

  149. Daniel Goldstein, Investment Needs to Back US Ethanol Policy, 

PLATT'S OILGRAM PRICE REP., Apr. 17, 2009, at 1 (reporting that the National Commission 

on Energy Policy recommended additional government investment in ethanol 

infrastructure to satisfy the increased production requirements). 

  150. Pub. L. No. 110-140, § 202(a)(2), 119 Stat. 594 (2007); see also Nick 

Snow, EPA Proposes Renewable Fuels Regulations for 2010, OIL & GAS J., May 18, 2009, 

at 27 (“At the most, 15 billion gal of the renewable fuel mandate could be met by corn-

based ethanol and other conventional biofuels.”).  

  151. See Rick Newman, Road-Testing Cars of the Future, U.S. NEWS & 

WORLD REP., Apr. 1, 2009, at 54 (“Ethanol and other biofuels are appealing because they'd 

require only modest modifications to today's internal combustion engines.”). 

  152. Alexi Barrionuevo, A Bet on Ethanol, With a Convert at the Helm, 

N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 8, 2006, §3, at 31 (reporting that Archer Daniels Midland, the giant 

agricultural company and the largest ethanol producer in the United States has been slow 

to embrace “research that might sway ethanol production away from corn”).  
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based fertilizers than corn.153  As would be expected, the varied 

fuel sources also affect the economic and environmental impact of 

the resulting fuel.  Although not yet available for large-scale 

production, researchers are also working on using algae to 

generate ethanol.154 To date, only corn-based ethanol has any 

significant U.S. market share.155 

 

IV. DEVELOPING A NATIONAL POLICY: “ALL OF THE ABOVE” OR 

STATUS QUO ABOVE ALL?  

 

One view about the use of subsidies was set forth in Forbes 

business blog, Business in the Beltway.156 The blog discussed 

energy policy basics and quoted energy policy analyst William 

Yeatman from the Competitive Enterprise Institute, who claimed 

the government should stay out of the energy industry.157 

Although given the level of involvement discussed earlier, such a 

position is probably not sensible or feasible; still, the argument 

starts out reasonably enough.158 Yeatman simply says that the 

U.S. should “get the government out of the electricity 

industry.”159  Deregulation is often touted as an option, and there 

is at least a reasonable claim that deregulation (or at least less 

regulation) might be the better policy. 

 

However, those who support deregulation tend to overlook or 

conveniently forget about issues that come from governing an 

existing system: (e.g., stranded costs and who pays for them). 

Utilities have invested money—often shareholder money—with 

an expectation of a return based on the current market structure. 

Without a process for assessing those previously committed costs, 

deregulating would punish the utilities, their shareholders, and 

ultimately their customers.  Full-scale deregulation might 

                                                             
  153. Id. 
  154. Joel K. Bourne, Jr., Green Dreams, NAT. GEOGRAPHIC, Oct. 2007, at 

41, 57 (stating that although “each acre of corn produces around 300 gallons of ethanol 

each year and an acre of soybeans around 60 gallons of biodiesel,” an acre of algae could, 

in concept, provide more than 5,000 gallons of biofuel annually). 

  155. See id. at 44 tbl.; Dale Kasler, Pacific Ethanol Gets Grant, Sacramento 

Bee, Jan. 20, 2008, at D3 (stating that virtually all commercial ethanol is made from corn, 

but that “cellulosic ethanol is considered the next generation of raw materials”).  

  156. Terra Stanley, Get the Government Out of Energy Policy, Business in 

the Beltway, FORBES ONLINE, July 22, 2010, 

http://blogs.forbes.com/beltway/author/tstanley/. 

  157. Id. 
  158. Id. 
  159. Id. 
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improve the market (and that’s a significant “might”), but it is 

not as simple as just stepping out of the way.  Full deregulation 

would open markets that have been regulated since the early 

1900s; markets that have reacted to and relied upon regulation 

in assessing proper investment.  Even partial deregulation, as we 

saw in the 1990s at both the state and federal levels, can wreak 

havoc on the industry. 

 

Furthermore, Yeatman goes on to argue that renewable 

energy incentives should stop.160 He argues that if people are “so 

confident that renewable energy can compete on the merit of 

price of alone, then let’s revoke the mandates.”161 Again, it is not 

unreasonable to assert that government should get out of the 

way, but any such assertion should plainly mean that oil, gas, 

and coal companies also should not get any incentives.  It is often 

missed that there are significant incentives in those industries as 

well as the renewable industry incentives. 

 

Removing renewable incentives in the name of free markets 

means we should remove all incentives related to energy sources. 

Only then would there be any sense of what the “free market” 

actually wants. Otherwise, arguments to eliminate only 

renewable subsidies without eliminating those for traditional 

fuels are simply source-based arguments cloaked in market-

based arguments (e.g., a preference for coal over wind).  There 

may be those who prefer eliminating renewable subsidies and 

keeping those for traditional sources, but that is a different 

argument.  

 

The total amount spent on traditional energy resources 

provides a greater market distortion than the dollars spent on 

renewables.  This distortion arises because companies producing 

traditional fuel resources are well-established businesses that 

have, or should have, sound business models and methods.  If we 

think the costs of the products those companies bring to market 

are too high, it would be far more efficient to put the money back 

in the hands of consumers (via lower taxes or rebates) than it is 

provide subsidies to companies in established markets.162  

 

                                                             
  160. Id. 
  161. Id. 
  162. Admittedly, the challenge is putting the dollars in the right consumer 

hands to best facilitate the market. 
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Ultimately, politicians and other policymakers cannot 

continue to claim that energy policy is designed to move to next 

generation fuels if those polices also subsidize traditional fuel 

sources.  If we subsidize those industries, we should expect to get 

more of those resources. If the goal is to get more of those 

resources, and there are legitimate arguments that we should, 

then the subsidies are defensible.  But the subsidies for those fuel 

sources are inappropriate if our energy policy is designed to move 

away from those sources.  

 

After considering the role of energy subsidies and our 

American propensity to use the fuels most easily accessible, 

pursuit of a renewable and sustainable energy resources is 

probably worth the investment.  That said, a free market system, 

one in which consumers have real options as to their fuel choices, 

would be the better situation. It is likely true that energy 

markets would be more effective if we used fewer (or eliminated) 

subsidies across the board. However, the first place to start 

cutting spending should be in the subsidies for established fuel 

sources. Those markets are already well established, and they 

should be able to sustain themselves. 

 

The question of whether the United States is an oil addict or 

oil abuser raises another serious question: Even if so, does the 

country really have any interest in freedom from oil? The truth is 

likely that we do not care that much either way. We have other 

issues on our minds. Unless we have some reason to be focused 

on the sources of our energy, such as during Operation Desert 

Storm or at the peak of the war in Iraq, our energy choices only 

come to the fore if gasoline prices or electricity prices are 

especially high.  Otherwise, energy issues percolate on the 

periphery, waiting for a reason to become an issue.   

 

This is why we act like energy abusers. We use what is in 

front of us and what is convenient. We’re not addicts; we’re 

capable of change.  We’re just not ready for it.  We’re waiting for 

a reason. The first step, then, is understanding our energy 

policies and what behavior is being incentivized.  If we subsidize 

“all of the above,” we set the expectation that we should also use 

all of the above, with a significant slant toward to the status quo 

resources.  That’s fine, if that is the real policy goal.  However, if 

we seek change, we need to embrace a new reality that supports 

only the resources we intend to support.  The real question, then, 

is what are we trying to support?  


